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Importance of test facilities| Stalker & Hovorka

SOUTH WEST HUB PROJECT
Western Australia
Studies during 2010-2018 suggested the
Lesueur could be suitable for storage
(projected 800,000 tonnes pa for 30
years).
Latest modelling by Odin Reservoir
Consultants ‘shows that injected CO2 stops
migrating through the formation after 500
years.”
The suitability of the Lesueur as a
CO2 reservoir depends on containment
being assured through residual trapping
and dissolution, without the presence of a

BARROW ISLAND, GORGON LNG PROJECT, WESTERN AUSTRALIA

•

Gorgon is a three-train, 15.6 million tonnes per annum LNG facility operated by Chevron

• The gas in the Gorgon field contains an average of 14 percent CO2 which on separation is injected 2000m into the
Dupuy Formation underlying Barrow Island.
•

There are nine injection wells directionally drilled from the three drill centres; there were delays in initiating
injection, but this was not due to problems with storage but to faulty welds of the pipework in the LNG plant

• The storage facility commenced operations in 2019. It is expected to operate for 30+ years and approximately
120MT CO2 will be injected over that time at the rate of 3-4 MT per annum

Petrel Sub-basin as an offshore northern Australia
CO2 storage hub
• Most natural gas fields in the region have relatively
high CO2 content (eg Evans Shoals 28%)
• Investigations by CSIRO ( APPEA Journal 60(2) 765772, 2020) on potential for safe, long-term
containment of large volumes of CO2 (up to 100
million tonnes) Petrel sub basin to support liquefied
natural gas and other industries in a decarbonised
future.
• Recently TransBorder have put forward a proposal
for a major CCS hub for N Australia and SE Asia
https://transbordersenergy.com/deepc-store-newsbackground/2020/12/5/australian-offshore-co2capture-and-storage-hub-project
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Cooper –Eromanga Basin
Proposed Santos Storage
Project

COOPER-EROMANGA BASIN - AUSTRALIA’S MOST PRODUCTIVE ONSHORE OIL AND GAS BASIN
Moomba in South Australia is now the location of a proposal by Santos ( with BP) for a CCS Hub
Cooper Basin gas is typically high in CO2 which is currently separated then emitted ( 1-2MTCO2 pa).
Basin is geologically well known, with the advantages (data, knowledge, logistics) of a “brown fields” site.
160 gas fields, 75 oil field,1800 wells drilled. Possible EOR opportunities. Major potential in the Cooper Basin to store
billion tonnes+ of CO2 but distance from other CO2 sources an issue in developing a hub.

ANLEC R&D: Enabling Low Emissions
CO2 Storage and Capture in Australia; 110 projects; 25 organizations; $200M+
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EPQ 10

EPQ 10

West Moonie 1

QLD
EPQ 10

SURAT BASIN
Focus of CCS attention in SE Queensland is the Jurassic Precipice Sandstone
CTSCO/Glencore undertaking a major storage evaluation project.
Encouraging high porosity values have been encountered at depths of 2km
and further studies by the company and U Qld are underway
Bridgeport Energy proposes CO2-EOR, sourcing 60 000–120 000
tonnes/annum of CO2 from a nearby power station and/or an ethanol plant
with 8000 scf CO2 per bbl of incremental oil and injecting/ storing in excess
of three million tonnes of CO2 in the Moonie field

CCS storage site assessments - Transitioned from the Northern to the Southern Surat
Basin - a simplified summary ( courtesy Rob Heath)
Original site = Northern Surat Basin (EPQ7) where “lessons were learned”
• Shallow wells to storage reservoir ~1200m, lowest well cost
• Extensive CCS scientific program completed
• Extensive surface and near surface environmental activities undertaken

• Cattle grazing country, low rainfall, no cropping
• Key issues encountered during work program
◦ Fresh water found in the target storage formation
Current site = Southern Surat Basin (EPQ10) where we will apply lessons learned.
• Much deeper target storage formation
◦ >2,200m - not economically accessible for agriculture/community
◦ More expensive wells
◦ Groundwater not suitable for human or stock
• Lower population density
• Cattle grazing country, low rainfall, no cropping
• Preparing EPQ10 environmental monitoring plan based on lessons learned from EPQ7
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PEP11 Gas Project: Advent Energy
A potential storage opportunity
Sydney Basin - NSW

 Offshore Sydney Basin has
abundant gas indicators and
structural targets
 Permit covers 4,649 km2 on the
doorstep of Sydney-Newcastle
and major emission sources
 Seen as potentially contributing
to Net Zero by 2050, initially
through gas backing up increased
renewables and then through

CCS
 An offshore well planned for
2021 to approx 2000m depth,
30km offshore, to test gas (and
storage) potential
 Exploration for gas provides the
opportunity to explore for
storage

B4-19: Full stack migration seismic

SUB-CRITICAL
SUPER-CRITICAL

Possible gas
presence for the
dotted zones

PEP 11

Using the Baleen well as the starting point, what are the sort
of things are needed, to better establish the CCS prospectivity
of the offshore Sydney Basin over and above what would be
done for a conventional gas exploration well?
• More comprehensively sample the well, especially cores and
cutting of potential reservoirs and seals
• More comprehensive suite of well logs
• Assessment of injectivity
• Deepen the well
• Downhole testing of selected intervals
• Re assess the 2 D seismic
• Undertake new 3D seismic
• Comprehensive geomodelling
• Comprehensive dynamic modelling of possible CO2 migration
pathways
• Assess the potential synergies of a producing gas field and
the future use of PEP 11 for CO2 storage

CarbonNet Project
• A$150m investment by Australian and Victorian Governments
• Significant R&D investment to supporting CarbonNet

• Developing a hub network to existing and emerging industries
• Developing two world class offshore storage sites, Pelican & Kookaburra,
each with 5Mtpa and >125Mt capacity
Successful implementation of this project will;


introduce new industries such as hydrogen (HESC), fertiliser and
bioenergy



capitalise on existing skill set of local workforce



new employment opportunities in regional Victoria



Potential for linkage with Hydrogen Energy Supply Chain (HESC)
Project



Australia is taking a lead in developing a Certificate of Origin for clean
hydrogen and HESC is contributing to shaping these standards

Seismic results; Pelican
Structure
Carbonnet Project

2020
2020 was a year of significant project progress following on very
successful 3d seismic surveys in 2019
• Completed offshore appraisal well at the Pelican site
• Widespread public, industry & government engagement activities
• Legislative changes and policy directly supporting CCS
• Commonwealth release of Technology Investment Roadmap
• 10yr / A$18B investment in support Low Emissions Technologies
• CCS: Compression, transportation & storage target of A$20/tonne

Commercialisation of CarbonNet is now the focus:
• Role of Government vs role of industry
• FEED & regulatory approvals ahead of FID by 2025

The drilling of a test well on the Pelican structure in 2020 was a major step forward for Carbonnet. T wellhe
sucessfully ell tested pressure seals, encountered excellent reservoirs, and confirmed the stratigraphy was as
predicted. All this is in line with expectations for Pelican to take over 5 million tonnes of CO2 per year

Location of CO2CRC Otway Project

Otway geological model

CO2CRC’s Otway Research Programs
Major Projects:
Otway 1 - Depleted Field Storage: 2004 – 2009
Otway 2 - Saline Formation Storage: 2009 – 2020
Otway 3 - On-demand, low impact monitoring: 2015 – 2022
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OITC Assets
Multiple storage/test intervals; 7 wells in
pressure communication; Ready supply of CO2;
Capture test skid, Supportive community

Comprehensive models
An advanced geological and reservoir engineering
understanding validated with 3 major injection
operations (>80,000 tonnes stored)

Extensive Samples
Whole core and reservoir fluid samples of the Port
Campbell, Paaratte and Waarre Sandstone formations

Technical Data
11 years of comprehensive monitoring data

The Otway International Test Centre enables scalable
and transferable technology development for
enhanced resources usage, including CO2 & H2 storage,
water management, and oil & gas production.

Near surface R&D
Geochemistry – Groundwater Fluid Analysis, pH,
Tracers, 3D Groundwater, Soil Gas
Seismic - High Resolution Shallow Surface &
Downhole Seismic
M&V (Other) – Distributed Temperature Sensing,
Saturation, Electromagnetic, Other Well Logs

Deep R&D
Seismic Facility - Downhole (inside/outside
casing) & Surface Distributed Acoustic Sensing
(inside/outside casing & ~36km buried) and
Geophone
Seismic Technologies – High Resolution Surface
Time Lapse Seismic, Vertical Seismic Profiling,
Cross Well Seismic, Seismic Interferometry,
Micro-seismic (pressure propagation).
Pressure Facility – Multiple Downhole Gauges &
Well Head Pressure
Pressure Technologies – Direct Measurements,
Inversion, Tomography, Earth Tide
Geochemistry – U-Tubes for Fluid Analysis, pH,
Tracers,
M&V (Other) – Distributed Temperature Sensing,
Saturation, Electromagnetic,
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• Low Emissions Technology Statement September
2020.
The Statement outlines five priority technologies and economic stretch
goals to make new technologies as cost-effective as existing technologies.
• Hydrogen production under $2 per kilogram.

• Long duration energy storage (6-8 hours or more) dispatched at less
than $100 per MWh
•
• Low carbon materials – low emissions steel production under $900 per
tonne, low emissions aluminium under $2,700 per tonne.
• CCS – CO₂ compression, hub transport, and storage under $20 per
tonne of CO₂.
• Soil carbon measurement under $3 per hectare per year
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